[Evaluation of sensorineural hearing loss in childhood].
To explore the clinical and audiological characteristics of sensorineural hearing loss (SHL) with pathological changes both in cochlea and retrocochlear in children and evaluate the relationship between SHL and the lesions in the central nervous system (CNS). Three hundred and ten cases (500 ears) of SHL accepted between 1998 and 2000 were studied. The age of patients was ranged from 1 month to 6 years old. According to the evaluation of function of CNS by pediatric neurologist, all cases were divided into two groups: SHL with CNS disease and SHL without CNS disease. Some same age children without hearing loss were subjected as control group. All children were tested using both auditory brainstem responses (ABR) and distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE). 1. The rate of SHL accompanied with CNS diseases was very high in these children. 2. Patients with kernicterus-cerebral palsy usually had serious hearing loss caused by acoustic nerve lesion at retrocochlear, but their cochlea function was injured slightly. Patients with external hydrocephalus had only slight acoustic nerve lesion at retrocochlear, and patients with other CNS diseases usually had no change for their cochlea function. 3. In the group of SHL caused by cochlea lesion, amplitudes of DPOAE decreased obviously when the threshold of wave V of ABR was up to 60 dB nHL, and amplitudes of DPOAE seriously decreased or disappeared when the threshold of wave V was up to above 70 dB nHL. The patients with SHL are usually accompanied with CNS diseases in childhood, and their hearing loss appears very difference from audiological characteristics. We suggest that it is necessary to test both ABR and DPOAE in these patients, and it is important that pediatric neurologist join in audiologist team for our clinical study.